Abstract-Rapid advances in high intensity light emitting diodes (LEDs) have provided sufficient tools to design LED solar simulators to accurately mimic the sun. LEDs offer numerous advantages over lamp-based technology currently used. However, these advantages have not been harnessed because of limitations in creating a solar simulator with the highest rating (AAA) for spectral match, temporal stability, and light uniformity. Oriel's VeraSol is one of the first LED, triple A solar simulators. The VeraSol-LED was compared to the equally rated Oriel Sol3A-xenon lamp solar simulator by measuring the current-voltage (I-V) response and spectral response (SR) for a variety of solar cells. Both simulators effectively mimic the sun; however, the results demonstrate the LED-based simulator produced a more stable, flexible, and accurate match to AM1.5G than the xenon lamp-based simulator with similar marks in the quality of PV cell response.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of light sources, including the natural sun, have been utilized to characterize photovoltaic (PV) systems. A solar simulator is a light source engineered to mimic the sun and used for testing PV cells within a controlled, reproducible environment. Currently, the quality of a solar simulator is graded on the spatial uniformity across a defined illumination area, the temporal stability through the experiment, and the spectral match to the sun from a clearly defined reference spectrum (AM1.5: http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/). These standards are collected in a series of guidelines put forth by three internationally recognized standards bodies: 1) the IEC (Photovoltaic Devices-Part 9: Solar Simulator Performance Requirements 60904-9), 2) the JIS (Solar Simulators for crystalline solar cells and modules, C 8912), and 3) the ASTM (Standard Specification for Solar Simulation for Terrestrial PV Testing, E927) [1] . A general consensus considers a performance grading (A, B, and C) for spatial uniformity, temporal stability, and spectral match.
Commercially, the xenon arc lamp has dominated the solar simulator light technology of the past 15-20 years. The xenon bulb is very close to an ideal point source of light with a relatively continuous and uniform spectrum across the solar spectrum. However, like many lamp-based simulators, the spectral irradiance of the lamp decreases and the irradiance spectrum shifts from blue to red as the lamp ages; the primary change taking place within the first 200 hours of use [2] .
Recent advancements in LED technology have allowed for a full sun spectral coverage from 400-1100 nm. An LED is a solid-state light source that emits light via electroluminescence over a narrow range of the electromagnetic spectrum (30-50 nm). The parallel combination of unique LEDs can be used to match the AM1.5G spectrum in addition to allowing output control of the light source with a 30-50 nm resolution [3, 4, 5, and 6] . LEDs seem to be a viable advancement in solar simulator technology because of the added spectral control but also because the LEDs have a longer lifetime, reduced heat, a stable output, fast gating (millisecond), and lower power consumption. The Oriel VeraSol-LED solar simulator is one of the first to achieve an AAA rating for each of the qualifications listed above.
In this manuscript, two AAA rated solar simulators from Newport were compared to characterize any distinguishing features: the xenon lamp-based Oriel-Sol3A and the LEDbased Oriel-VeraSol. In the first section, the spectral outputs relative to AM1.5G were considered. In the second section, the I-V response for a variety of PV cells was compared: monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, thin film amorphous silicon, and thin film copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS). The results demonstrated the LED-based simulator produced a more stable, flexible, and accurate match to AM1.5G than the xenon lamp Sol3A with similar marks in the quality of the PV cell response.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. I-V measurements
The standard test conditions (STC) for characterizing the efficiency of a PV cell requires that measurements are made at a spectral match of AM1.5G, at an irradiance of 1 sun (1000 W/m 2 ), and at a temperature of 25 °C. In this application, the Xenon lamp-based Oriel Sol3A Class AAA and the LEDbased VeraSol Class AAA were used to simulate the sun. Samples were maintained at 25 °C ± 1 °C over the short light exposure. Temperature is often a major concern with lampbased solar simulators due to the heat from the lamp on the sample, but it was less of a concern for LED based simulators due to the low heat produced from LEDs. I-V sweeps of the test cells were from V oc to I sc to reduce any effects of temperature.
An Oriel PVIV Kit was used to generate the following I-V curves. A Keithley 2420 SourceMeter was included with the kit to source the voltage and measure the resulting current. Four-wire (Kelvin) connections were made for PV cell. Kelvin probes from Accuprobe allowed for precise and isolated contact of the two inputs to the PV cell bus bar.
B. IQE200 spectral response
The spectral response (SR) for each solar cell was determined with an IQE200 (Newport). PV cells were short circuited, and a QTH lamp was used to excite the sample. Samples were measured between 360nm and 1100 nm. The SR was converted to a quantum efficiency (QE) curve that more intuitively relates the number of electrons generated in a PV device to the number of incident photons. 
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where A is the area of the solar cell. This was used to calculate the percentage difference that the simulator response was compared to AM1.5G.
Spectral mismatch correction
Since no solar simulator perfectly matches the sun, a spectral mismatch factor (M) is needed to scale the I-V response from the simulator illumination to the desired reference spectrum (ex. AM1.5G). It has become standard practice to use a calibrated AM1.5G PV cell (like Oriel Part Number: 91150V) to adjust the simulator to an equivalent one sun I sc as would be measured at AM1.5G. This simplifies the calculation for the mismatch factor [7] .
This mismatch factor can be calculated by individually determining the I sc for each component considering the respective spectral response and spectral irradiance shown above (Equation 6).
It has become standard practice to use a calibrated AM1.5G PV cell (like Oriel Part Number: 91150V) to adjust the simulator to an equivalent one sun I sc as would be measured at AM1.5G. This simplifies the calculation for the mismatch factor.
This calculation was demonstrated below for a thin film module to demonstrate the superior AM1.5G match of the LED simulator.
III. ANALYSIS
A. Solar simulator spectra
Solar simulators are designed to mimic incident light from the sun. Three established spectra standards are accepted when matching the irradiance spectrum of the sun with solar simulators: AM0, AM1.5D, and AM1.5G: AM0 is the irradiance outside of the Earth's atmosphere (zero atmosphere), AM1.5D is the direct component of the irradiance that strikes the Earth's surface, and AM1.5G (global), the most commonly represented spectrum, accounts for both the direct and diffuse radiation striking the Earth's surface.
Presented in Figure 1 is the VeraSol-LED and Sol3A-xenon lamp spectra overlaid with the desired match to AM1.5G. The standard to a class A rating in spectral match requires a +/-25% match to AM1.5G over each 100 nm section of the spectrum; both simulators have a class A rating. An alternative perspective of the total irradiance match can be made by integrating to obtain the area of each curve. From 400-1100 nm, the VeraSol-LED (760 W/m 2 ) provides a closer spectral match to the AM1.5G (756 W/m 2 ) than the lampbased Sol3A (818 W/m 2 ). Using the VeraSol-LED, this spectral match can be further adjusted by altering individual LEDs to compare more accurately to other desired spectra comparisons or isolate specific spectral regions of interest.
The majority of solar simulators currently sold rely on the xenon arc lamp optically filtered to match the AM1.5G spectrum. For the Sol3A, the xenon lamp produces more photons than the AM1.5G spectrum especially between 400-700 nm, and this can be seen in Figure 1B . This region overlaps with the majority of energy produced by the sun (centered at ~500nm) and thus causes a significant spectral mismatch.
LED-based light sources offer an alternative engineering approach to solar simulators. Each LED represents a Gaussian illumination source centered on the peak of a LED numerical identifier; this allows multiple options to slightly tweak the existing spectral response by varying the current driving each LED with a rough resolution of 30-50 nm. A narrow dip in the spectrum beyond 700 nm is a result of an optical filtering that is currently unavoidable in the VeraSol-LED design ( Figure 1A) ; however, these photons are compensated by increasing LED photons to the left and right of the 700 nm dip in the spectrum. The underrepresentation of light above 1000 nm is simply a limitation from LEDs currently unavailable for this spectral region.
It is essential to realize that simply dimming or removing an LED does not only alter the numerical identifier wavelength but wavelengths to both sides of the numerically identified LED wavelength. Removing individual wavelengths can be used to estimate the bandgap of a PV cell, but often because energy from multiple LEDs contribute to each wavelength, it is difficult to estimate a true SR response that an IQE or EQE instrument achieves with momochromaters and slits.
B. Comparison of simulator induced I-V curves under matched solar irradiance
A calibrated, monocrystalline silicon PV cell (Newport Part Number: 91150V) was tested by matching the one sun I sc (135mA) for both light sources (Figure 2A ). This I sc corresponded to the number of photons required for one sun illumination at AM1.5G for this calibrated PV cell. No statistical difference was apparent for efficiency, open circuit voltage (V oc ), or short circuit current (I sc ). Comparable results were also obtained for each of the solar cells compared in this study when the I sc were matched at both simulators. In general the gross properties of the I-V curve response produced from the two simulators were very similar under matched short circuit current conditions. However, the difference line, or residual, for each graph (grey line) does reveal a slight trend in which the curves taken from the Sol3A-xenon lamp reported a lower value near V oc ; this is not apparent from visual/statistical comparison of the I-V curves. This trend is also seen in table 1, although all differences were within the measurement variability. It is common knowledge that heat rapidly reduces the V oc and thus the performance of solar cells. Because this trend is observed in all solar cells tested and the phenomenon took place near V oc , it suggests the shift is related to an enhanced temperature created by the Sol3A-xenon lamp that is not present with the VeraSol-LEDs. This temperature shift in the V oc was further considered later in the manuscript ( Figure 5) . Also, the VeraSol-LED data tends to have a lower variation about the mean from test to test than does the lamp-based simulator.
Although it is possible that results using other materials may reveal a more robust difference between the two light sources under matched I sc conditions, a significant difference was not detected in these tests suggesting the industry standard of +/-25% over a 100nm range is sufficient and useful for grading traditional solar simulators.
C. Calculated spectral mismatch correction
Measuring the spectral response (SR) provides information about the recombination of electron-hole pairs, diffusion mechanisms, the bandgap, and the reflectance/transmittance of light [8] . The SR is the amount of current generated in the solar cell at short circuit relative to the incident power (in watts) at each wavelength and is measured in units of A/W. Figure 3 illustrates the spectral response from an IQE200 (Newport) for PV cells tested in this manuscript; the crystalline PV cell was not presented because of its similarity to the calibrated Newport calibrated crystalline PV cell.
Spectral differences between a solar simulator and AM1.5G will always provide some measurable difference. Considering the spectral response of each of the PV cells tested, the expected difference was calculated between AM1.5G and the two simulators tested in this study using equations shown in the Methods section: Spectral mismatch correction. The VeraSol-LED has a substantially lower mismatch factor to AM1.5G for all of the PV cells tested compared to that of the Sol3A xenon lamp, respectively: crystalline silicon (0.98 vs 1.10), amorphous thin film (0.998 vs 1.14), and CIGS (0.992 vs 1.085).
C. Measured spectral mismatch correction
Experimentally, this mismatch was tested for an amorphous thin film PV module. Both simulators were adjusted to 1 sun with the Newport calibrated PV cell. I-V responses were subsequently taken for the thin film alternating between the Sol3A-xenon lamp and the VeraSol-LED. Between each I-V sweep the simulator one sun irradiance was checked with the calibrated cell. Figure 4A illustrates this dramatic mismatch that was measured in the I-V response for the Sol3A-xenon lamp (I sc = 28.8 mA) compared to VeraSol-LED (I sc = 25.1 mA). This corresponded to a 14.7% difference in measured I sc between the two simulators, which matched well to the 14% difference calculated.
To adjust the response so it was equivalent to illumination at AM1.5G, the spectral mismatch factor was determined, as above, for both systems using the SR data for the thin film ( Figure 3 ) and the spectral irradiance (Figure 1 Figure 4B shows the two corrected I-V curves taking into account the spectral mismatch correction factor; both curves converge near that of the VeraSol-LED initial measurement.
D. Solar simulator temperature effects
Continuous one sun illumination of a crystalline silicon PV cell over 30 minutes did not shift the V oc when illuminated with the VeraSol-LED solar simulator ( Figure 5A ). In contrast, the Sol3A xenon lamp-based simulator caused a left shift in I-V curve V oc almost instantly ( Figure 5B ). This temperature change of the silicon PV wafer for both simulators is plotted in the Figure 5A inset. The apparent exponential rise and decay kinetics correspond to the heating 
Figure 3:
The spectral response for solar cells taken on an IQE200. Above is Table 2 showing the expected fractional spectral mismatch from AM1.5G when considering the Sol3A and the VeraSol simulators. Fig. 4 . The VeraSol-LED (red) and Sol3A-xenon lamp (black) IV curves from an amorphous silicon thin film module (6.75 cm 2 ) at 1 sun before (A) and after (B) the AM1.5G mismatch correction factor. of the entire test system (PV cell + Stage) and should vary depending on the setup. In general, the VeraSol-LED simulator limits these unwanted heating components by excluding individual wavelengths outside the bandgap of a material. Although this may be desirable for some applications, the removable of wavelengths that are always present within the sun spectrum can arguably be detrimental for other experimental applications.
IV. DISCUSSION
Conventional solar simulators have long relied on xenon arc lamp technology to match the solar spectrum. Although other lamps and filaments are suitable, xenon arc lamps have a color temperature almost identical to the sun at about 5400 K [9] . The result is an excellent spectral coverage in the ultra violet and visible bands with emission lines in the infrared that can be filtered to closely match the sun spectrum. Xenon arc lamps also behave as an almost ideal point source, which is useful to produce a collimated high intensity light beam [9] . However, the xenon bulb has drawbacks: 1) the xenon lamp consists of a pressurized gas that has the potential to be hazardous, 2) aging of the lamp alters the spectral irradiance enhancing the IR contribution and reducing the UV, 3) power supply instabilities can significantly effect amplitude stability in the output, 4) the filters create a permanent mismatch that cannot be adjusted, and 5) the bulbs have a short life and are relatively expensive [2, 10, 11] .
With evolving solar cells, experiments will require more dynamic functionality of a solar simulator. Advancing the simulator light source to LEDs in the future may offer numerous advantages. 1) With the rapid expansion of high intensity LEDs, considerable improvements in unique LED that cover the electromagnetic spectrum and performance are expected in the not so distant future.
2) The LED is a solid state device that produces less variable output. This stability variation compared to the xenon lamp can be clearly differentiated directly from the variation in the solar cell output current. This attribute is partially if not completely the reason for the lower variance observed from test to test in the above experiments (Table I). 3) The LEDs have life expectancies of ~50,000-100,000 hours. In comparison, the xenon bulb is expected to be replaced after about ~1000 hours of operation. This should reduce the maintenance cost of a solar simulator as well as alleviate the aging problems expected with the xenon bulb at ~200 hours [2, 11] . 4) LEDs consume less energy and pack much smaller than conventional lamp based housings. These benefits, however, do not come without a few issues that need engineering solutions. One issue is thermal stability that is detrimental to LED efficiency, lifetime, and output energy; currently it seems multiple groups have designed solutions to this problem (Oriel VeraSol-LED and [5] ). A second issue is that current LED intensities are too low for concentrating solar simulator limiting the technology to only traditional solar simulators at present.
Considering the comparisons in this paper, both simulators generate cell efficiently/performance measurements from a variety of PV devices as if the sun had illuminated them. The spectral differences between the VeraSol-LED and the Sol3A-xenon lamp did not affect the gross properties of the I-V curve response for the PV cells when the I sc were matched ( Figure  2 ). From this data, the conclusion is made that the qualification in matching total irradiance over the 100 nm sections is currently sufficient in matching the AM1.5G spectrum. Solar radiation beyond the bandgap of a material generates heat, and this heat has the additional effect of shifting the open circuit voltage (V oc ) of the I-V curve. The increased heat associated with the Sol3a-xenon lamp may account for the slight deviation. This is supported by the 30 minute experiments conducted on a crystalline silicon PV cell in figure 5 in which the V oc clearly shifts when illuminated with the Sol3A-xenon lamp but not the VeraSol-LED. The VeraSol-LED lacks both high intensity (< 400nm) and low intensity (> 1100 nm) wavelength energy that is present within the solar spectrum. This lack of heat with the VeraSol could be considered either a benefit or detriment depending on ones experimental design. More recent efforts have been made to couple an LED simulator with a lamp source to further capture total solar spectrum [12, 13] .
The VeraSol-LED simulator did a better job of resembling AM1.5G largely because of the flexibility in tuning the LED output spectrum. The total integration of AM1.5G (756 W/A) was almost identical to the irradiance of the VeraSol-LED (760 W/A), yet substantially different from that of the Sol3A-xenon lamp (818 W/A) over the same region (400-1100 nm). This accuracy, also, was demonstrated experimentally with an amorphous thin film solar cell under one sun illumination, shown in figure 2. Because the thin film has a bandgap at ~ 750 nm, the mismatch to AM1.5G for the xenon bulb was almost 15%. Considering the aging problem of xenon arc lamps, this spectral mismatch factor can be a continually shifting target to define. Conversely, the VeraSol-LED almost identically matched the AM1.5G energy over the active region of the amorphous thin film. Although this was a single example, the ability of the VeraSol-LED to alter the output 
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energy with a 30-50 nm resolution significantly aids in matching any desired response.
V. SUMMARY
Currently the VeraSol-LED offers an equivalent if not better solar illumination between 400-1100 nm than the xenon lampbased Sol3A. There were no discernable differences in the I-V response from a number of solar cells, and the flexibility to change and rapidly gate LEDs across the sun spectrum conferred a better match to AM1.5G. Future advancements to the VeraSol-LED simulator would truly make it superior to previous simulator technology. 1) Clearly the VeraSol-LED match to the sun is limited in wavelength beyond 1100 nm. Closer matches to this spectral region will likely depend on the development of better LEDs that cover this regions of the solar spectrum. 2) Enhancing the irradiance of the output to reach AM0 irradiance would significantly improve the instrument. Solar cell materials are developed for numerous terrestrial and space applications. Expanding the spectrum to shift between AM0 and AM1.5G would improve the versatility of the VeraSol-LED, and it applicability within individual research facilities. 3) Although the LEDs have an extended lifetime compared to lamp technology, it is uncertain how many times these LEDs will need recalibrating during this period to maintain this triple A rating. Incorporating a detailed self-calibrating spectral match and intensity system on startup may make this a long lasting, maintenance free solar simulator. 4) Finally, optical improvements to the design of the VeraSol-LED need to be considered to improve the loss in energy at 700 nm. Although this is a small region of the solar spectrum, it is conceivable that a solar cell designed for this region of the spectrum could unexpectedly show a significant spectral mismatch that may confound data, similar to mismatch problems the Sol3A-xenon lamp had with the amorphous thin film solar cell (Figure 4 ).
